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HIGH WALK/TRANSIT DEVELOPABLE PARCELS
TRIP GENERATION REDUCTION AREAS
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CANDIDATE DEVELOPMENT PARCELS

MAP 1.
RELATIVE WALK POTENTIAL

MAP 2.
RELATIVE TRANSIT INTENSITY

WHAT 2MAPS CAN DO
Eliminate Gridlock/Carbon Footprint.  For ~260 million people 
living in the nation’s top 10% affluent counties, local and regional 
traffic gridlock is on the rise, expediting climate change. Soaring 
housing costs are forcing those who used to walk to work to 
commute from far away where they can afford rent. For example, 
Mill Valley, CA grew only 5% over the last 40 years but traffic grew 
70%. Why? Some 2,000 people who used to live and work in the 
town now live elsewhere. High rents forced out retail causing all to 
go to the highway for everything. Locating affordable housing, 
retail and rent control ONLY in Climate Change Overlay parcels puts  
density and amenities in just the right places for maximum 
elimination of commute and service trips, ending gridlock.

Social Equity Assurance.  Those apposed to lower income people in 
their community cannot help but notice that as move in the more 
gridlock goes away posing an attractive trade-off in priorities.                               

HOW 2MAPS WORKS
Relative WALK Potential Map. First all destination parcels (retail, 
services, schools, recreation, etc.) are identified and buffered by 
1/2 mile walking distance. THEN buffers are used to determine 
the number of destinations that can be accessed walking. These 
WALK numbers are used to color code each parcel.

Relative TRANSIT Intensity Map. FIRST the number of jobs that 
can be accessed by transit in < ½ Hr from each transit stop are 
used to assign each one for three ‘Intensity’ categories (HIGH, 
MOD, LOW). THEN each transit stop is buffered ¼ and ½ Mile. 
FINALLY, each parcel is assigned TRANSIT number based on both 
Intensity and Proximity. 

Climate Change Overlay Map is composed of ALL parcels that 
pass two tests 1) Viable for Multifamily Development AND 2) Are 
in both HIGH WALK and TRANSIT areas.

Trip Generation
11 Trips/Day

Trip Generation
7 Trips/Day

CLIMATE CHANGE OVERLAY AREAS


